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Introduction
The customer is a large car manufacturer test track in North America that tests and monitors new cars, features,
and more for the company’s wide range of vehicle models. The test track is looking to update how they control
the lights and gates in and around the test track to simplify testing and increase efficiency. 

Challenge
The car manufacturer test track was looking to find an easy and streamlined method for controlling gates and
lights in and around the test track. The test track is comprised of 8 of gates and 6 of lights that need to be
changed based on different tests being performed. The staff was manually changing the gates and lights from
a mechanical box using different switches and knobs.

Solution & Results
Using the Teldio Gateway, we were able to send commands to control the gates and lights and receive their
statues. Staff were able to control all gates (opening, closing) and lights (on, off, flashing, colour change)
allowing them to easily change them for different tests throughout the day.

All gates and lights were controlled in an easy-to-use web browser dashboard which we built to meet the test
track’s specific needs. One feature added to the dashboard was a status board that allows staff to quickly see the
status of all gates (open, closed) and lights (on, off, flashing) at any given time. Staff are able to access this web
browser from anywhere in their network with their login information.

Save Time & Increase Efficiency
The solution allowed the company to save time and increase ease of use for new and existing staff members.
They now have the ability to easily manage all gates and lights from their web browser built to meet the test
track’s specific requirements.

The solution has allowed staff to save time throughout their shift
while increasing guest safety and managing all features in one
location from their web browser.


